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I. INTRODUCTION 

1. By this Public Notice, the Wireline Competition Bureau (Bureau) issues best practices 

that providers of voice service may adopt as part of their implementation of effective call authentication 

frameworks to ensure that the calling party on a voice call is accurately identified, as directed by the 

Pallone-Thune Telephone Robocall Abuse Criminal Enforcement and Deterrence Act (TRACED Act).1   

2. These best practices represent one in the series of steps the Commission has taken as part 

of its multi-pronged effort to protect Americans from illegal robocalls, its top consumer protection 

priority.2  These steps include issuing hundreds of millions of dollars in fines,3 selecting a consortium to 

conduct private-led traceback efforts of suspected illegal robocalls,4 expanding its Truth in Caller ID rules 

to reach foreign calls and text messages,5 clarifying our call blocking rules to give voice service providers 

new latitude to block calls,6 requiring the implementation of the STIR/SHAKEN caller ID authentication 

 
1 Pallone-Thune Telephone Robocall Abuse Criminal Enforcement and Deterrence Act, Pub. L. No. 116-105 (2019) 

(TRACED Act). 

2 FCC, The FCC’s Push to Combat Robocalls & Spoofing, https://www.fcc.gov/spoofed-robocalls (last visited Dec. 

14, 2020).  As of November 2020, YouMail estimates that Americans have received approximately 42.0 billion 

robocalls in 2020 so far.  YouMail, Historical Robocalls by Time, https://robocallindex.com/history/time (last visited 

Dec. 10, 2020). 

3 See e.g., John C. Spiller; Jakob A. Mears; Rising Eagle Capital Group LLC; JSquared Telecom LLC; Only Web 

Leads LLC; Rising Phoenix Group; Rising Phoenix Holdings; RPG Leads; and Rising Eagle Capital Group – 

Cayman, Notice of Apparent Liability for Forfeiture, 35 FCC Rcd 5948  (2020) (proposing a forfeiture of $225 

million, the largest in the Commission’s history, for a company that made approximately one billion spoofed 

robocalls). 

4 Implementing Section 13(d) of the Pallone-Thune Telephone Robocall Abuse Criminal Enforcement and 

Deterrence Act (TRACED Act), EB Docket No. 20-22, Report and Order, 35 FCC Rcd 7886 (EB 2020) (selecting 

USTelecom’s Industry Traceback Group as the single consortium to conduct private-led traceback efforts). 

5 Implementing Section 503 of the RAY BAUM’S Act; Rules and Regulation Implementing the Truth in Caller ID Act 

of 2009, WC Docket Nos. 18-335 and 11-39, Second Report and Order, 34 FCC Rcd 7303 (2019). 

6 See Advanced Methods to Target and Eliminate Unlawful Robocalls; Call Authentication Trust Anchor, CG 

Docket No. 17-59, WC Docket No. 17-97, Declaratory Ruling and Third Further Notice of Proposed Rulemaking, 

34 FCC Rcd 4876 (2019); Advanced Methods to Target and Eliminate Unlawful Robocalls, CG Docket No. 17-59, 

Third Report and Order, Order on Reconsideration, and Fourth Further Notice of Proposed Rulemaking, 35 FCC 

Rcd 7614 (2020). 

https://www.fcc.gov/
https://www.fcc.gov/spoofed-robocalls
https://robocallindex.com/history/time
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framework,7 and continuing to provide education and outreach to the American people.8  All of these 

efforts work together to combat illegal and unwanted robocalls.  

3. In enacting the TRACED Act in December 2019, Congress similarly recognized the need 

to address the issue of illegal robocalls on multiple different fronts.  In addition to directing the 

Commission to act via rulemakings related to enforcement,9 call blocking,10 and caller ID authentication 

rules,11 the TRACED Act includes provisions directing the Commission to convene an advisory 

committee,12 prepare numerous reports,13 and issue a set of best practices for voice service providers 

related to caller ID authentication.14  Each of these actions work together, as parts of an overall strategy to 

most effectively protect Americans.   

4. Today, we issue a set of best practices called for by the TRACED Act, adding yet another 

component to the Commission’s overall strategy to stop illegal robocalls.  

II. BACKGROUND 

5. Caller ID authentication technology enables subscribers to trust that callers are who they 

say they are, reducing the effectiveness of fraudulently spoofed calls.15  The STIR/SHAKEN framework, 

an industry-standard caller ID authentication technology, is a set of technical standards and protocols that 

allow for the authentication and verification of caller ID information for calls carried over Internet 

Protocol (IP) networks.16  In March 2020, acting pursuant to the TRACED Act, the Commission required 

voice service providers to implement the STIR/SHAKEN caller ID authentication technology in the IP 

portions of their phone networks by June 30, 2021.17  Then, in September 2020, the Commission 

established extension and exemption mechanisms for various categories of providers and made clear the 

obligations on voice service providers to protect the non-IP parts of their networks, including by 

developing non-IP caller ID authentication solutions.18   

 
7 See Call Authentication Trust Anchor, Implementation of TRACED Act Section 6(a)—Knowledge of Customers by 

Entities with Access to Numbering Resources, WC Docket Nos. 17-97 and 20-67, Report and Order and Further Notice 

of Proposed Rulemaking, 35 FCC Rcd 3241 (2020) (First Caller ID Authentication Report and Order and Further 

Notice); Call Authentication Trust Anchor, WC Docket No. 17-97, Second Report and Order, FCC 20-136 (2020) 

(Second Caller ID Authentication Report and Order). 

8 See FCC, Consumer Guides, Stop Unwanted Robocalls and Texts, https://www.fcc.gov/consumers/guides/stop-

unwanted-robocalls-and-texts (last updated Oct. 13, 2020); FCC, Consumer Guides, Caller ID Spoofing, 

https://www.fcc.gov/consumers/guides/spoofing-and-caller-id (last updated Sept. 23, 2020).  

9 See TRACED Act § 3.  

10 See TRACED Act § 10.  

11 See TRACED Act § 4. 

12 See TRACED Act § 14.   

13 See, e.g., TRACED Act § 13. 

14 TRACED Act § 4(b)(7).   

15 See Call Authentication Trust Anchor, WC Docket No. 17-97, Notice of Inquiry, 32 FCC Rcd 5988, 5988, para. 1 

(2017) (launching a broad inquiry into caller ID authentication).  

16 Second Caller ID Authentication Report and Order at 4, para 6.   

17 See First Caller ID Authentication Report and Order and Further Notice, 35 FCC Rcd at 3252, para. 24.   

18 See Second Caller ID Authentication Report and Order at 9, para. 16. 

https://www.fcc.gov/consumers/guides/stop-unwanted-robocalls-and-texts
https://www.fcc.gov/consumers/guides/stop-unwanted-robocalls-and-texts
https://www.fcc.gov/consumers/guides/spoofing-and-caller-id
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6. At a basic level, STIR/SHAKEN entails the originating voice service provider sharing 

what it knows about a caller with the terminating voice service provider.19  This relationship between an 

originating voice service provider and the calling party, however, is not always straightforward.20  It can 

range from a simple, direct relationship between an originating voice service provider and a single 

residential customer, to a more complicated, indirect relationship involving multiple different entities and 

enterprises.21  The STIR/SHAKEN framework accommodates this complexity by giving originating voice 

service providers three different attestation levels, A-, B-, and C-, to assign to a call.  These differing 

levels of attestation take into account the results of the originating voice service provider’s vetting of the 

caller’s identity and also the originating provider’s telephone number validation process, whereby the 

provider determines whether the caller has a right to use the telephone number as its calling number.22  By 

assigning a certain attestation level to a call, the originating voice service provider is vouching for the 

associated assertions of the caller’s identity and legitimacy, thus tying its reputation to the rigor of its 

vetting and telephone number validation processes.23 

7. Section (4)(b)(7) of the TRACED Act directs the Commission, by December 30, 2020, to 

issue “best practices that providers of voice service may use as part of the implementation of effective call 

authentication frameworks . . . to take steps to ensure the calling party is accurately identified.”24  On 

February 27, 2020, the Bureau charged the Call Authentication Trust Anchor Working Group of the 

North American Numbering Council (Council), the Commission’s expert advisory committee on 

numbering issues, to recommend a set of best practices that would, in the Council’s view, satisfy 

Congress’s direction if adopted by the Commission.25  More specifically, the Bureau asked the working 

group to address the following in its report: which aspects of a subscriber’s identity providers should 

collect to accurately verify the identity of a caller; any guidelines or standards providers should use when 

assigning the three attestation levels of the STIR/SHAKEN framework; how best practices may vary 

depending on the type of subscriber; the circumstances under which voice service providers should 

consider using a third-party vetting service; consideration of what, if any, unique industry-wide best 

practices there should be for providers to know the identity of subscribers located abroad; and any other 

best practices the working group would recommend so that voice providers might “take steps to ensure 

the calling party is accurately identified.”26 

8. The Call Authentication Trust Anchor Working Group, which includes representatives 

from across the telecommunications industry,27 deliberated for six months and prepared a report 

recommending best practices in response to the Bureau’s charge for the Council’s consideration.  The 

 
19 See Second Caller ID Authentication Report and Order at 5-6, para. 10. 

20 See Call Authentication Trust Anchor Working Grp., North American Numbering Council, Best Practices for the 

Implementation of Call Authentication Frameworks § 3.1.1-3.1.3, at 6-9, § 3.3, at 11-13 (2020), 

https://docs.fcc.gov/public/attachments/DOC-367133A1.pdf (Council Report).  

21 See id. § 3.3, at 11-12.  

22 See Second Caller ID Authentication Report and Order at 5-6, para. 10; see also Council Report § 5, at 21 

(defining “Vetting” and “TN Validation”). 

23 See Second Caller ID Authentication Report and Order at 5-6, para. 10. 

24 TRACED Act § 4(b)(7).  

25 Letter from Kris Anne Monteith, Chief, Wireline Competition Bureau, FCC, to Jennifer K. McKee, Chair, North 

American Numbering Council (Feb. 27, 2020), https://docs.fcc.gov/public/attachments/DOC-362809A1.pdf.  

26 Id. at 1-2.  

27 See FCC Announces North American Numbering Council Working Groups Membership, CC Docket No. 92-237, 

Public Notice, DA 20-12, at 6-7 (2020). 

https://docs.fcc.gov/public/attachments/DOC-367133A1.pdf
https://docs.fcc.gov/public/attachments/DOC-362809A1.pdf
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Council voted to approve the report on September 24, 2020,28 thus recommending best practices 

addressing:  (1) subscriber vetting; (2) telephone number validation; (3) A-level attestation; (4) B- and C-

level attestation; (5) third-party validation services; (6) international call originators; and (7) ongoing 

robocall mitigation programs.  The Bureau subsequently sought comment on the Council’s 

recommendations and solicited suggestions for any additional best practices that would fulfill the 

TRACED Act’s mandate.29   

III. DISCUSSION 

9. In this Public Notice, we draw from the Council Report and the record to issue a set of 

best practices that voice service providers may use as part of effective caller ID authentication 

frameworks to “ensure the calling party is accurately identified.”30  The best practices we adopt today 

fulfill Congressional direction in the TRACED Act by collectively recommending that voice service 

providers have systems and processes in place to ensure that they know the identity and legitimacy of the 

callers using their networks.  Our best practices also support industry’s attempts to clarify this nexus 

between an originating voice service provider and the party making the call.  Below, we identify and 

elaborate on each of the voluntary best practices we adopt.  For ease, we provide a summary of our best 

practices as Appendix A to this Public Notice.    

10. We emphasize at the outset that the best practices we issue today are voluntary.31  As the 

Council Report notes, the best practices represent industry consensus on the best ways to “assist in the 

overall objective of mitigating robocalling when implementing call authentication frameworks.”32  We 

encourage voice service providers to follow these recommendations when appropriate and applicable.33  

 
28 See Council Report; Letter from Jennifer K. McKee, Chair, North American Numbering Council, to Kris Anne 

Monteith, Chief, Wireline Competition Bureau, FCC (Sept. 24, 2020), https://docs.fcc.gov/public/attachments/DOC-

367132A1.pdf.  

29 Wireline Competition Bureau Invites Comment on Caller ID Authentication Best Practices, WC Docket No. 20-

324, Public Notice, DA 20-1154 (WCB Oct. 1, 2020).  

30 TRACED Act § 4(b)(7). 

31 See INCOMPAS Reply, WC Docket No. 20-324, at 2 (rec. Oct. 26, 2020) (writing that INCOMPAS is “generally 

supportive of these recommendations, as many of our members are engaging in these call identification and 

authentication activities already, but would note that an important feature of the report is the [Call Authentication 

Trust Anchor] Working Group’s stated intention that the best practices ‘are considered voluntary and do not imply 

mandatory implementation, nor should they be mandated.’”); NCTA Comments, WC Docket No. 20-324, at 2 (rec. 

Oct. 16, 2020) (NCTA agrees with the Bureau that the Call Authentication Trust Anchor Working Group, “is 

particularly well suited to developing such best practices,” and that, “the Best Practices Report is the result of the 

working group’s expertise and thoughtful, deliberative efforts.  Each of the recommended voluntary best practices . . 

. reflects industry consensus on caller ID authentication practices that may help curb illegal robocalls when 

appropriately incorporated into a voice provider’s operations.  NCTA therefore agrees that the Commission should 

swiftly adopt these recommended voluntary practices.”) (NCTA Comments); Noble Systems Corp. Comments, WC 

Docket No. 20-324, at 2 (Oct. 16, 2020); Professional Association for Customer Engagement Comments, WC 

Docket No. 20-324, at 4 (rec. Oct. 16, 2020) (PACE Comments). But see YouMail Comments, WC Docket No. 20-

324, at 3 (rec. Oct. 16, 2020) (YouMail Comments) (“[B]est practices are only effective when they are: (1) 

achievable, (2) affordable, (3) adopted widely throughout the industry, and (4) readily and equitably enforceable.”).    

32 Council Report § 1, at 4. 

33 While the Council Report uses the term “service provider,” we use the term “voice service provider” in this 

document to make clear that we refer to any entity providing “voice service” as it is defined in the Commission’s 

caller ID authentication rules.  47 CFR § 64.6300(g); see also Second Caller ID Authentication Report and Order at 

10-12, paras. 19-23.  

https://docs.fcc.gov/public/attachments/DOC-367132A1.pdf
https://docs.fcc.gov/public/attachments/DOC-367132A1.pdf
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Voice service providers should incorporate these best practices into their networks in the way that best 

enables them to ensure calling parties are accurately identified.34   

11. Subscriber Vetting.  First, we establish a best practice for voice service providers to vet 

the identity of retail and wholesale subscribers.  We recommend that voice service providers vet the 

identity of retail and wholesale subscribers when (i) approving an application for service; (ii) provisioning 

of network connectivity; (iii) entering into a contract agreement; or (iv) granting the right-to-use 

telephone number resources.  This best practice closely tracks the language of the Council Report, with 

slight grammatical changes for clarity.   

12. As explained in the Council Report, a vetting process is a process by which a voice 

service provider collects information about a subscriber to determine that subscriber’s “identity and 

operational legitimacy.”35  We agree with the Council that vetting subscribers at these checkpoints in the 

business relationship will help voice service providers determine the customer’s legitimacy upfront while 

also collecting necessary information for law enforcement if a customer later becomes involved in illegal 

robocalling activity.36  We further agree with the Council that voice service providers should have the 

discretion to develop the subscriber vetting program that works best for their customers,37 with the 

general goal of confirming the identity of their commercial customers.38  No commenter objected to this 

recommendation.   

13. Telephone Number Validation.  Second, we establish a best practice for originating voice 

service providers to confirm the end-user or customer’s right to use a telephone number.  The language of 

this second best practice matches the Council Report exactly and, as the Council Report describes, this 

best practice refers to efforts by a voice service provider to elevate the SHAKEN attestation level of calls 

it originates from end users calling with numbers assigned by other voice service providers.39  While B- 

and C-level attestations still provide useful information to a terminating voice service provider,40 we agree 

with the Council that providing an A-level attestation to a call should be the originating voice service 

provider’s ultimate goal because it will provide the terminating voice service provider with the most 

information possible about the call and caller’s legitimacy.41   

14. One commenter opposes this best practice on the grounds that it is in tension with 

industry standards.42  Specifically, Noble Systems argues that in the SHAKEN standards, telephone 

 
34 See Noble Systems Comments at 3 (noting the importance of giving voice service providers flexibility in 

implementing these best practices).  

35 Council Report § 5, at 21, § 3.1.3-3.1.4, at 9-10.  As examples of the types of information a voice service provider 

could collect in its vetting process, the Council Report cites the State Attorneys General Anti-Robocall Principles, 

suggesting the collection of information on a subscriber’s, “physical business location, contact person(s), state or 

country of incorporation, federal tax ID, and the nature of the customer’s business.”  Id. § 3.1.3, at 9 (quoting Fifty-

One State Attorneys General, Anti-Robocall Principles, https://ncdoj.gov/download/141/files/17821/state-ags-

providerrs-antirobocall-principles-with-signatories).    

36 Id. § 3.1.2, at 9.   

37 Id. § 3.1.3-3.1.4, at 9-10; Noble Systems Comments at 3. 

38 Council Report § 3.1.3-3.1.4, at 9-10 (referring to State Attorneys General Anti-Robocall Principles for Voice 

Service Providers).  

39 See id. § 3.4, at 13.   

40 See id. § 3.2, at 11. 

41 See id. 

42 Noble Systems Comments at 4 (arguing that, “[t]here is tension between this statement that assumes TN 

Validation must be performed (i.e., ‘TN Validation is necessary’) and the very definition of ‘B’ or ‘C’ attestation 

levels.”).   

https://ncdoj.gov/download/141/files/17821/state-ags-providerrs-antirobocall-principles-with-signatories
https://ncdoj.gov/download/141/files/17821/state-ags-providerrs-antirobocall-principles-with-signatories
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number validation is only required when an originating voice service provider assigns a call an A-level 

attestation, not when it assigns calls a B- or C-level attestation.43  Therefore, Noble Systems asserts that a 

best practice requiring telephone number validation is in conflict with industry standards that allow 

attestation absent telephone number validation occurring.  We disagree with Noble System’s reading of 

this best practice.  This best practice asks voice service providers to attempt to validate the telephone 

number of calls they originate from end users calling with numbers assigned by other voice service 

providers to provide the calls the highest attestation level it is eligible for under the standards.44  If a 

voice service provider is unable to confirm a caller’s right to use a telephone number, then that would 

correspondingly affect the attestation level the originating voice service provider would label that call 

with under the STIR/SHAKEN framework.45 

15. Third-Party Validation Services.  Third, we establish a best practice for a voice service 

provider that cannot or chooses not to conduct its own telephone number validation process to use a third-

party validation service.  This language closely tracks the Council Report.46  This practice will work in 

tandem with the “Telephone Number Validation” best practice we establish to ensure that telephone 

number validation occurs even in complicated calling scenarios or where the provider is unable to 

validate a subscriber’s right to use a number itself.   

16. The Professional Association for Customer Engagement (PACE) agrees that third-party 

validation services may be useful, but argues that such services should be optional for callers to use and 

that they will only increase efficiency if a competitive enough market for such services exists “that allows 

each service to vet the enterprise on behalf of many voice service providers.”47  Notwithstanding PACE’s 

concern, we anticipate that use of third-party validation services will be valuable for many voice service 

providers—especially smaller providers—as an alternative to performing telephone number validation in-

house; and providers are free to adopt or decline this practice as they deem appropriate.48  A subscriber 

that does not wish to engage with a third-party validation service is free to choose to work with a voice 

service provider that has its own telephone number validation process.49  

 
43 See Noble Systems Comments at 4. 

44 See Council Report § 3.2, at 11 (“The common goal for SHAKEN and the industry is to provide the ability to 

authenticate calls with attestation ‘A’ level or full attestation, when the End-User initiating the call is authorized to 

use the TN-based caller identity.”). 

45 See ATIS & SIP Forum, Errata on ATIS Standard on Signature-based Handling of Asserted information using 

toKENs (SHAKEN), ATIS-1000074-E § 5.2.3, at 9 (2019), 

https://access.atis.org/apps/group_public/download.php/46536/ATIS-1000074-E.zip (ATIS-1000074-E); see also 

ATIS & SIP Forum, Technical Report, Study of Full Attestation Alternatives for Enterprises and Business Entities 

with Multi-Homing and Other Arrangements, ATIS-1000089 (2020), 

https://access.atis.org/apps/group_public/download.php/53953/ATIS-1000089.zip.  

46 We add brief language to clarify this third best practice’s relation to the second best practice, and we remove a 

portion of the Council’s best practice recommendation that is merely informational in the interest of brevity.  In 

addition to the best practice we provide, the Council Report also includes that these third-party services, “may be 

particularly useful in the case of enterprise customers that acquire telephone numbers from multiple telephone 

number service providers.”  Council Report § 2, at 5.  

47 PACE Comments at 3.  

48 As with the second best practice we establish today, Noble Systems asserts that this best practice related to third-

party validation services is misleading because it implies that telephone number validation must occur rather than 

acknowledging the acceptability of C-level and B-level attestation.  Noble Systems Comments at 4-5.  As stated 

above, recommending A-level attestation is in line with industry standards and best serves the goals of caller ID 

authentication.  

49 See Modernizing Unbundling and Resale Requirements in an Era of Next-Generation Networks and Services, WC 

Docket No. 19-308, Report and Order, 35 FCC Rcd 12425, 12434-12435, paras. 22-23 (2020) (citing FCC Form 

(continued….) 

https://access.atis.org/apps/group_public/download.php/46536/ATIS-1000074-E.zip
https://access.atis.org/apps/group_public/download.php/53953/ATIS-1000089.zip
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17. International.  Fourth, we establish a best practice for voice service providers that sell 

services to international call originators using North American Numbering Plan numbers to develop 

processes to validate that the calling party is authorized to use the telephone number or caller identity.50  

Further, domestic gateway providers may wish to explore voluntary commercial arrangements with 

international providers that include terms and conditions that would give the domestic gateway provider 

the tools, information, and confidence to trust the validity of the calling identity.51  The language of this 

best practice matches the Council recommendation exactly.  The Council Report further notes that it is the 

experience of voice service providers that most of the fraudulent traffic originating oversees arrives in the 

United States via domestic providers that allow these foreign entities to terminate calls using illegally 

spoofed or invalid North American Numbering Plan resources.52   

18. ZipDX, the only commenter to address this aspect of Council recommendation, stresses 

the importance of scrutinizing calls originating overseas.53  We agree and believe that this best practice as 

formulated by the Council conveys that message while also appropriately capturing the importance of 

flexibility for voice providers to find solutions that work for their networks.    

19. Ongoing Robocall Mitigation.  Fifth, we establish a best practice for voice service 

providers to have ongoing robocall mitigation programs on both their IP and non-IP networks for the 

purpose of detecting illegal robocalls.  The language of this best practice matches the Council Report 

exactly.   

20. Ongoing robocall mitigation programs will allow voice service providers to investigate 

suspicious activity, identify any issues, and take action necessary to ensure that calls from those callers 

are accurately identified.54  While the Second Caller ID Authentication Report and Order requires a 

subset of voice service providers to adopt a robocall mitigation program as to certain portions of their 

traffic, through this best practice we encourage all voice service providers to implement robocall 

mitigation for all of their traffic.55  As with robocall mitigation programs required by the Second Caller 

ID Authentication Report and Order, as a best practice, voluntary robocall mitigation programs should be 

(Continued from previous page)   

477 data as of December 31, 2019) (noting that the fixed voice marketplace, once monopolized by incumbent LECs, 

now includes cable companies offering VoIP, fixed wireless providers, over-the-top VoIP providers, as well as 

competitive and incumbent LECs, and that as of December 31, 2019, 99% of Americans had access to three 

providers of mobile voice and broadband); id. at 12469, para. 86 (concluding that “intermodal competition for voice 

services is so advanced that competitive providers, including cable providers, wireless providers, and other VoIP 

providers, have come to dominate the voice service marketplace”); Petition of USTelecom for Forbearance 

Pursuant to 47 U.S.C. § 160(c) to Accelerate Investment in Broadband and Next-Generation Networks, WC Docket 

No. 18-141, Memorandum Opinion and Order, 34 FCC Rcd 6503, 6504 para. 3 (2019) (finding that certain 

unbundling requirements, which were overwhelmingly used to provide TDM-based local voice service, were no 

longer necessary based on “the sweeping changes in the communications marketplace” since 1996, including the 

increasing migration of consumers of all types to “newer, any-distance voice services over next-generation wireline 

and wireless networks,” as well as the wide range of intermodal competitors in the voice marketplace). 

50 See Council Report § 2, at 5, § 3.5, at 14-15.  

51 Id. § 2, at 5. 

52 See id. § 3.5, 14-15. 

53 ZipDX Reply, WC Docket No. 20-324, at 4-5 (rec. Oct. 16, 2020) (ZipDX Reply).  

54 See ZipDX Reply at 4 (“Monitoring DOES aid the service provider in identifying likely abuses of caller identity, 

the elimination of which is certainly an obvious goal of STIR/SHAKEN. Elimination of those cases where the caller 

is not who he says he is raises the value of caller identity for the remainder of calls.”). 

55 Second Caller ID Authentication Report and Order at 41-43, paras. 76-79.   
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tailored to a provider’s network but should “reasonably be expected to significantly reduce the origination 

of illegal robocalls.”56   

21. A variety of stakeholders expressed support for including this recommendation in the 

Bureau’s best practices.57  Noble Systems, however, argues that the TRACED Act envisions robocall 

mitigation programs as being an alternative to caller ID authentication frameworks, and as such, are 

outside the scope of the TRACED Act mandate for these best practices.58  More specifically, Noble 

Systems asserts that “[k]nowing the traffic patterns of such calls does not aid (nor hinder) the service 

provider with knowing the identity of the end-user or customer.”59   

22. We disagree with Noble Systems on both points.  In the Second Caller ID Authentication 

Report and Order, the Commission interpreted the TRACED Act requirement to implement a robocall 

mitigation program as applying to only voice service providers that receive an extension from the 

deadline to implement caller ID authentication frameworks on their networks.60  By including this 

requirement among the Bureau’s best practices, we do not contradict the Commission’s interpretation.  

These best practices are not binding on voice service providers; they represent an industry consensus on 

the ways to best ensure calling parties are accurately identified.  Furthermore, the ongoing monitoring of 

traffic for the purpose of detecting illegal robocalls could alert voice service providers to calling parties 

that are abusing their networks in this way.  We agree with ZipDX, who asserts that monitoring traffic 

patterns, “gives a service provider insight into potential breaches of calling party integrity and informs 

further investigation.”61   

23. Other Possible Best Practices.  We are persuaded by the record to decline to adopt the 

two Council best practice recommendations concerning the SHAKEN attestation levels.62  First, the 

Council Report recommended that we include among the Commission’s best practice that “Originating 

Service Providers should authenticate calls with attestation level A only when they can confidently attest 

that the End-User initiating the call is authorized to use the TN-based caller identity associated directly 

with the calling line or account of the End-User.”63  Second, the Council also recommended a best 

practice that “Originating Service Providers should only authenticate calls with attestation levels B or C 

for calls where TN Validation has not been performed on the originating telephone number.”64   

24. In the First Caller ID Authentication Report and Order and Further Notice, the 

Commission required voice service providers implement STIR/SHAKEN caller ID authentication 

 
56 Id. at 43, para. 78.  We agree with the Council Report in recommending that voice service providers analyze and 

monitor traffic and investigate suspicious call patterns, which as the Council notes, also overlaps with the two of the 

Anti-Robocall Principles of the State Attorneys General.  Council Report § 3.6.2 at 17.  And as YouMail suggests, 

voice service providers could also look to currently available technology solutions provided by vendors for large and 

small voice service providers alike.  See YouMail Comments at 3-6.   

57 See CTIA Comments, WC Docket No. 20-324, at 3-4 (rec. Oct. 16, 2020) (CTIA Comments); USTelecom 

Comments, WC Docket No. 20-324, at 2-3 (rec. Oct. 16, 2020) (USTelecom Comments); YouMail Comments at 4-

8; ZipDX Reply at 1-2, 4.  

58 See Noble Systems Comments at 5-6.  

59 Noble Systems Comments at 6. 

60 See Second Caller ID Authentication Report and Order at 40-41, para. 75.  

61 ZipDX Reply at 4. 

62 See Inteliquent Comments, WC Docket No. 20-324, at 1-5 (rec. Oct. 16,2020) (Inteliquent Comments). 

63 Council Report § 2, at 5. 

64 Id. § 2, at 5. 
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technology on the IP portions of their networks by June 30, 2021.65  Since these two recommendations re-

phrase components of the SHAKEN standards, and because voice service providers are already required 

to comply with those standards to satisfy our caller ID authentication rules,66 we decline to include these 

Council recommendations as part of our best practices.  To restate, because they are already required by 

the Commission’s caller ID authentication rules,67 these two Council recommendations are not 

appropriate for inclusion on a list of voluntary best practices.  Both Inteliquent and Noble Systems 

provided comments on these best practices related to attestation levels, expressing concerns over potential 

deviation from industry standards and the flexibility given to voice service providers, respectively.68  We 

do not adopt these best practices, and thus need not address their specific concerns at this time. 

25. In response to the Bureau’s request for any additional or alternative best practices, several 

commenters suggest the inclusion of a best practice related to the use of certificate delegation in the 

SHAKEN process.69  As described by industry standards documents, for scenarios where an originating 

voice service provider has an indirect relationship with the calling party, certificate delegation provides a 

way for the originating voice service provider to extend the ability to assign a SHAKEN attestation level 

to an entity with a closer relationship with the caller.70  And as the Commission has previously explained, 

this would allow a greater ability to incorporate complex enterprise use cases, which often involve entities 

with indirect relationships with their originating voice service providers, into the STIR/SHAKEN 

framework.71 

26. In the Second Caller ID Authentication Report and Order, the Commission noted that 

industry is hard at work to develop solutions to this issue, one of which is potentially certificate 

delegation, but declined to grant a STIR/SHAKEN implementation extension for voice service providers 

affected by this issue so as to not interfere with or discourage the industry’s work towards solutions.72  

ATIS and the SIP Forum recently approved a joint standard on certificate delegation, which gives 

guidance to voice service providers that wish to provide this service to their clients,73 and stakeholders 

continue to explore alternative possible solutions for enterprise calling cases.74   

 
65 First Caller ID Authentication Report and Order and Further Notice, 35 FCC Rcd at 3252, para. 24.  

66 47 CFR § 64.6301(a). 

67 See 47 CFR § 64.6301(a). 

68 See Inteliquent Comments at 1-5; Noble Systems Comments at 3.  

69 INCOMPAS Reply at 3-4 (encouraging the Commission to consider further action on certificate delegation if 

industry does not quickly resolve enterprise calling challenges); Numeracle Reply, WC Docket No. 20-324, at 4 

(rec. Oct. 26, 2020); see also PACE Comments at 2-3 (suggesting that the best practices do not go far enough to 

solve issues surrounding complex enterprise use cases). 

70 See ATIS & SIP Forum, Signature-based Handling of Asserted information using toKENs (SHAKEN): Delegate 

Certificates, ATIS-1000092 § 4, at 7 (June 30, 2020) (ATIS-1000092).  

71 See Second Caller ID Authentication Report and Order at 29-32, paras. 58-60; INCOMPAS Reply at 3 (noting 

that its members “are actively pursuing methods to enhance the application of STIR/SHAKEN that can provide their 

customers with confidence that their valid calls for a wide range of use case scenarios and service models that may 

utilize numbers from third-parties or multiple underlying carriers work”). 

72 See Second Caller ID Authentication Report and Order at 30, para. 59. 

73 See generally ATIS-1000092.  While Numeracle asserts that delegated certificates “are now part of 

STIR/SHAKEN standard,” the record is not yet sufficiently developed to support the conclusion that the ATIS-

1000092 standard has been incorporated into the STIR/SHAKEN framework.  Numeracle Reply at 4. 

74 See SIPNOC, STIR/SHAKEN Virtual Summit, Deployment of Enterprise Attestation Uplift with a TN Registry 

(June 24, 2020), https://www.sipforum.org/download/8-deployment-of-enterprise-attestation-

uplift/?wpdmdl=3885&refresh=5fd1691a4675e1607559450.  

https://www.sipforum.org/download/8-deployment-of-enterprise-attestation-uplift/?wpdmdl=3885&refresh=5fd1691a4675e1607559450
https://www.sipforum.org/download/8-deployment-of-enterprise-attestation-uplift/?wpdmdl=3885&refresh=5fd1691a4675e1607559450
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27. Following the Commission’s lead in the Second Caller ID Authentication Report and 

Order, the Bureau declines to establish a best practice regarding a specific solution to attestation for 

enterprise calls, such as certificate delegation, in order to allow industry to coalesce around a solution 

rather than intervene in this process.     

IV. PROCEDURAL MATTERS  

28. For further information, please contact CJ Ferraro, Attorney Advisor, Competition Policy 

Division, Wireline Competition Bureau at (202) 418-1322 or by email at connor.ferraro@fcc.gov. 

V. ORDERING CLAUSES 

29. The Wireline Competition Bureau issues this Public Notice pursuant to section (4)(b)(7) 

of the TRACED Act, 47 U.S.C. § 227b(b)(7), and pursuant to sections 0.91 and 0.291 of the 

Commission’s rules, 47 CFR §§ 0.91, 0.291.  

 

FEDERAL COMMUNICATIONS COMMISSION 

 

 

 

 

Kris Anne Monteith 

Chief, Wireline Competition Bureau 

 

 

mailto:connor.ferraro@fcc.gov
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APPENDIX A 

 

BEST PRACTICES 

 

Providers of voice service may use the following best practices as part of the implementation of effective 

call authentication frameworks to ensure the calling party is accurately identified:  

1. Subscriber Vetting.  Voice service providers should vet the identity of retail and wholesale 

subscribers, in conjunction with (i) approving an application for service; (ii) provisioning of 

network connectivity; (iii) entering into a contract agreement; or (iv) granting the right-to-use 

telephone number resources. 

2. Telephone Number Validation.  Originating voice service providers should confirm the end 

user or customer’s right to use a telephone number. 

3. Third-Party Validation Services.  Originating voice service providers should use a third-party 

validation service when they cannot or choose not to independently perform telephone number 

validation in accordance with Best Practice #2. 

4. International.  Voice service providers that sell services to international call originators using 

North American Numbering Plan numbers should develop processes to validate that the calling 

party is authorized to use the telephone number or caller identity.  Further, domestic gateway 

providers may wish to explore voluntary commercial arrangements with international providers 

that include terms and conditions that would give the domestic gateway provider the tools, 

information, and confidence to trust the validity of the calling identity. 

5. Ongoing Robocall Mitigation.  Voice service providers, whether IP- or non-IP-based, should 

have ongoing robocall mitigation programs in addition to implementing caller ID authentication 

protocols.  The elements of such programs may vary depending on the nature of the voice service 

provider’s business but may include ongoing monitoring of subscriber traffic patterns to identify 

behaviors that are consistent with illegal robocalling.  Voice service providers may, after further 

investigation, take appropriate action to address such behaviors. 
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Best Practices for the Implementation of 

Call Authentication Frameworks 
1 Introduction 

Fighting illegal robocalls is a top consumer protection priority for the Federal Communications 
Commission (FCC), and call authentication is an important part of solving this critical challenge. With 
the recent passage of the Pallone-Thune Telephone Robocall Abuse Criminal Enforcement and 
Deterrence (TRACED) Act, Congress expressed its support for a robust call authentication system.1 As 
part of the TRACED Act, Congress directed the Commission to “issue best practices that providers of 
voice service may use as part of the implementation of effective call authentication frameworks…to 
take steps to ensure the calling party is accurately identified.”2   

The FCC’s Wireline Competition Bureau (WCB) has called upon the North American Numbering Council 
(NANC), via its Call Authentication Trust Anchor (CATA) Working Group (WG), to recommend best 
practices that would, in the NANC’s view, satisfy Congress’s directive above if adopted by the 
Commission.3 These recommendations should address at least the following questions: 

1. Which aspects of a subscriber’s identity should, or must a provider collect to enable it to 
accurately verify the identity of a caller? 

2. What guidelines or standards should providers use when assigning the three attestation 
levels— A (or “full” attestation), B (“partial”), and C (“gateway”)—of the SHAKEN/STIR4 
framework? 

3. How should best practices vary depending on the type of subscriber, such as between large 
enterprises, individuals, and small businesses? 

4. When should providers consider using third-party vetting services, and how should they make 
the best use of them? 

 

1 Pallone-Thune Telephone Robocall Abuse Criminal Enforcement and Deterrence Act, S. 151, 116th Cong., at § 4(b)(l) (2019) 
(TRACED Act). 

2 TRACED Act § 4(b)(7). 

3 FCC Wireline Competition Bureau Letter to NANC CATA WG (Feb. 27, 2020) (available at: 
https://docs.fcc.gov/public/attachments/DOC-362809A1.pdf) 

4 Signature-based Handed of Asserted Information Using toKENs (Shaken) and Secure Telephone Identity Revisited (STIR) 
standards. 

https://docs.fcc.gov/public/attachments/DOC-362809A1.pdf
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5. Should there be unique industry-wide best practices for knowing the identity of subscribers 
located abroad? If so, what best practices could the WG recommend regarding identification of 
such subscribers? 

6. Are there any other best practices voice providers can implement “to take steps to ensure the 
calling party is accurately identified”?  

The best practices recommended in this report were developed based on industry expertise and 
experience, to assist in the overall objective of mitigating robocalling when implementing call 
authentication frameworks. These best practices: 

1. Are considered voluntary and do not imply mandatory implementation, nor should they be 
mandated, to ensure carriers have the flexibility and speed to respond to evolving issues. 

2. Were developed through rigorous deliberation and industry consensus by a broad set of 
stakeholders. 

3. Have been proven through actual implementation and are more than just a “good idea”. 

4. Address classes of problems, rather than one-time issues. 

5. Do not endorse specific commercial products or services. 

6. Should not be assumed to apply in all situations or to all industry types. 

Communications organizations should evaluate and implement the best practices they deem 
appropriate. The recommendations in this report can help inform a specific organization’s best 
practices. Additionally, organizations should institutionalize the review of these best practices as part 
of their operational processes and assess, on a periodic basis, how implementing selected best 
practices might assist in the overall mitigation of robocalls. 

2 Executive Summary 

The best practices below summarize the recommendations of the CATA WG for implementing effective 
call authentication strategies. Best practices must be tailored to specific calling scenarios and functional 
relationships among service providers and their discrete Customer classes. Moreover, as the industry’s 
technical working groups advance new robocall mitigation techniques, and if bad actors find ways to 
subvert current mitigation techniques, best practices must continue to evolve. To these ends, the CATA 
WG recommends the WCB consider the following best practices to further implement the TRACED Act: 

1. Subscriber Vetting. Service Providers should vet the identity of retail and wholesale 
subscribers, in conjunction with approving an application for service, provisioning of network 
connectivity, entering into a contract agreement, or granting the right-to-use telephone 
number resources.  
 

2. TN Validation. Originating Services Providers should confirm the End-User or Customer’s 
right-to-use a Telephone Number. 
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3. A-Level Attestation. Originating Service Providers should authenticate calls with attestation 
level A only when they can confidently attest that the End-User initiating the call is authorized 
to use the TN-based caller identity associated with the calling line or account of the End-User.  
 

4. B- and C-Level Attestation. Originating Service Providers should only authenticate calls with 
attestation levels B or C for calls where TN Validation has not been performed on the 
originating telephone number. 
 

5. Third-Party Validation Services (referred to by the FCC as third-party vetting services in the 
charge letter). Originating Service Providers should use a third-party validation service when 
they cannot or choose not to independently perform TN Validation. Third-party vetting services 
may be particularly useful in the case of enterprise customers that acquire telephone numbers 
from multiple telephone number service providers. 
 

6. International. Service providers that sell services to international call originators using North 
American Numbering Plan (NANP) numbers should develop processes to validate that the 
calling party is authorized to use the telephone number or caller identity. Further, domestic 
gateway providers may wish to explore voluntary commercial arrangements with international 
providers that include terms and conditions that would give the domestic gateway provider the 
tools, information, and confidence to trust the validity of the calling identity.  
 

7. Ongoing Robocall Mitigation. Service providers, whether IP- or non-IP-based should have 
ongoing robocall mitigation programs in addition to implementing call authentication 
protocols. The elements of such programs may vary depending on the nature of the service 
provider’s business but may include ongoing monitoring of subscriber traffic patterns to 
identify behaviors that are consistent with illegal robocalling. Service providers may, after 
further investigation, take appropriate action to address such behaviors. 

The subsections of section 3 below roughly correspond to the order of the questions in the WCB letter, 
but the subject matter addressed in the subsections may exceed the specific inquiries. The group also 
defined material terms when responding to the WCB questions as necessary, which are contained in the 
Glossary.  

3 Best Practice Recommendations 

The following sections provide context for the specific best practices recommended by the CATA WG to 
implement effective call authentication frameworks. The report defines many of the concepts 
regarding the parties that have a role in the telephone number caller identity trust ecosystem. The best 
practices should provide both a technical and business relationship framework for how telephone 
number identities can be trusted as calls are delivered from origination to termination. The trust 
framework is governed by participation in the SHAKEN ecosystem, whereby responsible parties abide 
by FCC rules, industry standards, or the Secure Telephone Identity Governance Authority (STI-GA) 
policies. Likewise, subscribers to a voice service are bound by terms of service that require the correct 
use of telephone number caller identities when initiating calls. 
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3.1 Vetting caller identity  

Accurately defining the terms “subscriber” and “caller identity” will establish the proper context for 
relationships between the two terms and use-cases that will inform the best practices. The accurate 
identification of a subscriber in the STIR/SHAKEN ecosystem is tied to a telephone number-based caller 
identity associated with that subscriber. The phone number may or may not be associated with the 
subscriber’s account with the responsible party. The definition of caller identity is precisely defined in 
ATIS-1000088, A Framework for SHAKEN Attestation and Origination Identifier: 

Telephone Number (TN)-based caller identity - the originating phone number included 
in call signaling used to identify the caller for call screening purposes. In some cases, 
this may be the Calling Line Identification or Public User Identity. In other cases, this 
may be set to an identity other than the caller’s Calling Line Identification or Public 
User Identity. 

In other words, the TN-based caller identity represents the telephone number used in a telephone call 
that is uniquely associated with a subscriber. 

3.1.1 Overview of a subscriber 

The subscriber is an entity that has a business relationship with a service provider who transits, 
originates and/or terminates calls on behalf of the subscriber. ATIS-1000088 defines two concepts of 
subscriber including Customer and End-User:   

Customer - Typically a service provider’s subscriber, which may or may not be the 
ultimate End-User of the telephone service. A Customer, for example, may be a 
person, enterprise, reseller, or value-added service provider.  

End-User - The entity ultimately consuming the VoIP-based telephone service. For 
the purposes of this report, an End-User may be the direct customer of a Voice 
Service Provider (VSP) (the interconnected provider that originates the call to the 
telephone network) or may indirectly use the VoIP-based telephone service through 
another entity such as a reseller or value-added service provider. 

End-Users are typically the retail consumer or commercial entity that has purchased the right-to-use a 
telephone number (or numbers) as part of a service to which the End-User has subscribed. Customers, 
on the other hand, may be wholesale or retail Customers of a VSP. In the latter case, they are also End-
Users of the VSP’s service. Conversely, resellers or value-added service providers may be Customers but 
are not End-Users. Instead, End-Users of their service may not have an authenticated relationship with 
the VSP that is the originating network of the call and is responsible for attestation of the call.  
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Figure 1: Example of End-User as a direct retail customer of a voice service provider acting as the OSP for a call. The Terminating 
Service Provider (TSP) receives the call and delivers it to their End-User subscriber. 

Generally, a subscriber that is both an End-User and a Customer of a VSP can be classified as a “direct” 
subscriber type. Ideally, the service should always be provided over an authenticated network channel 
using up-to-date and robust authentication procedures, so the service provider knows with confidence 
who is sending the calls into its network. ATIS-1000088 provides two example use-cases of this 
subscriber type: the direct individual assignment case A.1.1; and the pre-paid account case A.1.2. The 
figure above shows an example of a retail Customer that is the End-User represented by the TN-based 
caller identity. Note the authenticated relationship (denoted by the lock icon) between the OSP and the 
End-User. 

There are, however, many common call use-cases beyond direct subscriber cases. These indirect use-
cases can take many forms. ATIS-1000088 provides three illustrative use-cases including Enterprise 
A.1.3, Communications Reseller A.1.4, and Value-Added Service Provider (VASP) A.1.5. For A.1.3, the 
Enterprise is the End-User and has a direct subscriber relationship with the VSP, although the 
Enterprise may be using indirectly acquired TNs (from the perspective of the VSP) that were assigned 
by a Telephone Number Service Provider (TNSP) and/or Responsible Organization (Resp Org) in the 
case of Toll-Free telephone numbers. In the A.1.4 and A.1.5 indirect subscriber calling cases, the reseller 
or VASP is a Customer of the VSP, i.e., the VASP/reseller has an authenticated relationship with the 
VSP as described by the above use-cases. However, in A.1.4 and A.1.5, the End-User ultimately has an 
indirect indeterminant relationship to the VSP. In order to properly validate the authority of an indirect 
End-User to be represented by a particular telephone number (telephone number-based caller identity) 
there needs to be new and additional mechanisms in place so the VSP can be sufficiently confident the 
caller identity or telephone number used for the call merits full attestation (i.e., A-level attestation). 
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Figure 2: Example of a reseller as customer of multiple TSPs and End-User as a reseller customer 

  

Figure 3: Example of a Value-Added Service Provider as a customer of multiple TSPs with an End-User as the VASP Customer 

A further complication in many indirect cases is that the Communications Reseller or VASP may source 
telephone number resources from multiple TNSPs, or in the case of toll-free numbers from multiple 
Resp Orgs. In these cases, because of least cost routing or calling path diversity, the TNSPs or Resp 
Orgs may not be the OSP for a particular call. As a result, validation by the OSP of the authority for 
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right-to-use of the telephone number can also be indirect. The topic of indirect use-cases and the best 
practices associated with these scenarios will be covered in the validation section (3.4) of the report. 

3.1.2 Vetting of the End-User or Customer entity and identity  

Whether a subscriber is an End-User or other Customer type, a provider should vet the identity of the 
subscriber as part of an application for service or contract process. The best practice applies whether 
the service provider is a VSP, VASP, Reseller, TNSP, Resp Org or other telephone application provider. 
The type of information collected to vet a subscriber is explicitly different from the information 
required or used to confirm the right-to-use a telephone number and used to authenticate the use of a 
TN-based caller identity for a call for STIR/SHAKEN. Moreover, vetting may involve collecting different 
information for different types of subscribers. For example, it may be appropriate to collect distinct sets 
of  information to vet the identity of residential End-Users, commercial End-Users, wholesale 
Customers, and other Resellers. In all of these cases, the subscriber vetting process is intended to help 
determine the legitimacy of a Customer for the purposes of establishing a business relationship. 
Additionally, such information may be useful and important to law enforcement (e.g., the ability to find 
and prosecute the Customer in the event they are involved in illegal robocalling or other illegal activities 
despite being vetted). Such Customer vetting should be part of any robocall mitigation program and 
should precede TN Validation when establishing new service. The TN Validation process is a separate 
best practice recommended later in this document. 

3.1.3 Best practices for vetting retail Customers 

Residential and small business retail End-Users (i.e., mass market Customers) present a low risk for 
perpetrating illegal robocalls. VSPs collect End-User address contact information for general 
provisioning and billing of service. Retail End-User service is generally provisioned to a fixed location, is 
easily identifiable, and is unlikely to generate illegal robocalls.  

Commercial retail End-Users, comprised of larger businesses with more complex service configurations, 
may present a somewhat higher risk of perpetrating illegal robocalls. As a result, a different intensity of 
vetting may be appropriate for such subscribers.  

The general concept of subscriber vetting is embodied in the State Attorneys General/Service Provider 
Anti-Robocalling Principles endorsed by more than a dozen/certain VSPs.5 Specifically, Principle #5 
reads: “Confirm the Identity of Commercial Customers. Providers will confirm the identity of new 
commercial VoIP customers by collecting information such as physical business location, contact 
person(s), state or country of incorporation, federal tax ID, and the nature of the customer’s business.” 
This recommendation from the State Attorneys General/Service Provider Anti-Robocalling Principles 
provides example customer information to gather during subscriber vetting, however, it may not apply 
to all VSP use cases or business models.  

 

5 State Attorneys General Anti-Robocall Principles for Voice Service Providers (Aug. 22, 2019) (appended below). 
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Principle #5, in conjunction with Principles #3 and #4 (described in Section 3.6), are elements of a 
broader robocall mitigation program for VSPs and are consistent with other industry practices such as 
the CA Browser Forum defined extended validation procedures for certificates (reference CA-Browser-
Forum-EV-Guidelines Section 11). Vetting the identity of a new subscriber should occur whether calls 
are originated on IP or non-IP networks. In addition, monitoring Customers’ network traffic, 
investigating suspicious calling patterns, and taking action when illegal robocalling campaigns are 
identified should be included as best practices for all VSPs, whether they originate calls on IP or non-IP 
networks. 

Ultimately, VSPs should have the discretion to develop their own subscriber vetting program, which 
may include some combination of the practices summarized in this section, based on the types of 
subscribers they serve. Subscriber vetting should parallel the way VSPs enforce their acceptable use 
polices and terms of service. VSPs should, however, reevaluate their vetting processes if the VSP’s 
network is found to be used for illegal robocalling.  

3.1.4 Best practices for vetting wholesale subscribers 

Illegal robocall mitigation for wholesale subscribers can take multiple forms. Resale is one form of 
wholesale relationship, where the Reseller serves retail End-Users using the facilities-based platform of 
a wholesale VSP (e.g., Mobile Virtual Network Operator (MVNO) or full-service resale). Transit or 
transport is another form of wholesale service, where the wholesale VSP provides intermediate 
transport services or termination services to its wholesale subscriber. Wholesale providers also may 
give retail providers, such as Resellers, a right-to-use TNs. While calls typically do not originate on a 
wholesale transit or transport service provider network, it is also important to adequately vet wholesale 
Customers. If appropriate, wholesale providers may vet identity information for their wholesale 
Customers by confirming whether the Customer is an FCC Form 499-A filer in the FCC Form 499 Filer 
Database6 or intermediate provider registration.7 If an applicant for a wholesale service such as full 
service resale or an MVNO is not an FCC Form 499-A filer, the wholesale service provider should 
understand the nature of the Customer’s business that exempts them from being a Form 499-A filer.  

As indicated in Section 3.1.3 above, VSPs should have the discretion to develop their own wholesale 
subscriber vetting program, which may include some combination of the practices summarized in this 
section as well as Section 3.1.3, based on the types of wholesale subscribers they serve. Wholesale 
subscriber vetting should parallel the way VSPs enforce their acceptable use polices and terms of 
service. VSPs who provide wholesale services should also reevaluate their vetting processes if their 
network is found to be used for illegal robocalling.  

 

6 Available at: https://apps.fcc.gov/cgb/form499/499a.cfm.  

7 Available at: https://opendata.fcc.gov/dataset/Intermediate-Provider-Registry/a6ec-cry4.  

https://apps.fcc.gov/cgb/form499/499a.cfm
https://opendata.fcc.gov/dataset/Intermediate-Provider-Registry/a6ec-cry4
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3.1.5 Industry communication and implementation 

The industry is in the best position to collaboratively develop a process to educate and encourage 
service providers to adopt applicable best practices outlined in this document. Associations which 
participate in the STI-GA governance process represent a broad range of service providers and can 
disseminate this information to their members and as appropriate may hold informational sessions on 
this topic. 

These practices could be implemented through various mechanisms: 

• Voluntarily – The best practices for service providers may require updating as industry practices 
and technologies evolve. This could most effectively be accomplished through collaborative 
industry working groups. For example, the industry could work to develop both network traffic 
monitoring, investigation, and policy enforcement best practices to minimize third-party illegal 
robocalling campaigns.  

• Contractually – For example, wholesale providers could require clauses in their transit contracts, 
among others to require customers to adopt robocall mitigation best practices including 
confirming the identities of their End-User subscribers either directly from the End-Users or by 
providers or third parties that act on behalf of the End-User.  

• Regulatorily – Because illegal call mitigation is evolving and the associated regulatory 
environment for robocall mitigation is still developing, it would be premature to mandate any 
specific practices or standards in the near-term.  

3.2 Guidelines for different SHAKEN attestation levels 

The common goal for SHAKEN and the industry is to provide the ability to authenticate calls with 
attestation “A” level or full attestation, when the End-User initiating the call is authorized to use the 
TN-based caller identity.  

“B” is a higher level of attestation than “C” and can provide some additional information to the 
terminating provider, but best practice seems to have converged that both “B” and “C” are more useful 
for identifying originating networks.  

An analysis of attestation assignments factoring in connectivity, business association, confirmation of 
real-world identity, and authorization of the End User to legitimately place calls using the calling 
number is found in Appendix A. 

3.3 Best practices for achieving full attestation for different subscriber types and use-cases 

As discussed in Section 3.1.1, there are two subscriber types of End-User and Customer. Depending on 
whether a subscriber is an End-User or a Customer or both, there are two high-level subscriber 
relationship cases in the telephone network today. The first is the “direct” relationship where the VSP 
provides the telephone number as an integrated product within a telephone service to an End-User 
subscriber (e.g., residential End-User or a commercial  entity (small business or complex commercial 
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enterprise))  that may have several End-Users for whom it controls access to telephone service. The 
second is the “indirect” relationship involving End-Users that are not getting service from a VSP 
directly. Rather they obtain telephone service through entities such as those mentioned in Section 3.1: 
enterprise, resellers, VASPs, or cloud telephone application providers. For indirect relationships, the 
industry is working on various mechanisms that, in the future, can be used to obtain full attestation. 
This includes, but is not limited to Delegate Certificates, Letters of Authorization, and Central Database 
methods.  

 

Subscriber 
Type 

Relationship to 
Originating Service 

Provider 
Description 

End-User 
and 

Customer 
Direct 

Subscriber is managed by an Originating VSP with 
telephone number(s) and telephone service as part of a 
single product that is authorized for both telephone 
number usage and telephone service from a directly 
authenticated device. (e.g., a subscriber that obtains access 
to the public telephone network via a phone or SIP-PBX 
that has a direct relationship with the VSP). 

End-User 
Only 

Indirect 

Subscriber is given the right-to-use a telephone number, 
block or sets of each with the intent of using those numbers 
to originate calls via a call initiation functional service. (e.g., 
an enterprise subscriber that obtains access to the public 
telephone network via a reseller or VASP). 

Customer 
Only 

Indirect 

Subscriber is provided an application service, a trunk or a 
wholesale service that allows them to facilitate the 
origination of calls from their customers authorized TN-
based caller identity for outbound calling services that may 
support human- or machine-based calling to and from the 
Public Switched Telephone Network (PSTN) (e.g., a Service 
Provider (SP) subscriber that is a reseller or VASP). 

Table 1: Subscriber types and relationship to OSP descriptions 

For best practices regarding individuals and small businesses (i.e., mass-market Customers), as 
opposed to large enterprises, there may be a generalization made that mass-market Customers 
typically fall in the direct relationship category, where larger businesses often have multiple telephone 
services encompassed by a combination of different direct and/or indirect business relationships. 
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Figure 4: An illustrative enterprise use-case involving both corporate communications as well as outbound customer contact center 
use-cases  

The next section will detail further the best practices associated with the process of validating the 
authorized use of a telephone number in the context of both direct and indirect subscribers. 

3.4 TN Validation 

Telephone Number (TN) Validation refers to the confirmation of the End-User’s right-to-use the 
telephone number. TN Validation is necessary and appropriate when an End-User’s right-to-use the 
telephone number is unknown to the OSP responsible for performing SHAKEN attestation for the call. 
TN Validation is the inherent result of an OSP’s assignment of a telephone number to its End-User. 
Thus, TN Validation may not be necessary as an explicit process in this regard.  

TN Validation is intended to support elevation of attestation for a call originating from an End-User 
with a telephone number, where the telephone number is not assigned by the OSP. Third parties may 
be used for TN Validation or providers may offer TN Validation for End-Users. Multiple TNSPs may 
provide telephone numbers to End-Users, such as enterprises or small business, or to providers that 
offer services to End-Users, such as resellers, VASPs, or cloud telephone application providers in larger 
blocks or ranges, which those providers then may assign to their End-User as part of the telephone 
service. 
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It is also intended to support cases of legitimate spoofing of telephone numbers where an End-User 
that is authorized to use a telephone number through a particular TNSP relationship may want to also 
use that telephone resource(s) with another communications service.8 One example of legitimate 
spoofing is where a school district has a telephone number associated with its main switchboard 
supported by one service provider, which it also wants to use as the TN-based caller identity with the 
snow-day robocalling application service supported by another service provider.  

3.4.1 TN Validation for Toll-Free Resp Orgs 

Where the Resp Org, or in some cases the reseller SP who obtained the Toll-Free Number (TFN) for the 
End-User, is not the Service Provider for the End-User, on a call(s) the relationship between the OSP 
and the End-User for the TFN is indirect. A TN Validation process (see 3.4 above) may be used in 
advance of call placement. For TFNs, the Resp Org or, in some cases, the reseller SP who obtained the 
TFN for the End-User is the entity with the knowledge of which End-User has been assigned the TFN.  

The End-User, which has the right-to-use a TFN, may authorize a third party to use the TFN for the 
calling party number. In this case, another mechanism would be needed to provide proof the third party 
is allowed to use the TFN —e.g., one of the mechanisms mentioned in section 3.3 being worked on by 
the industry. For more information regarding Resp Org requirements, see Appendix B. 

3.5 Identification of international subscribers 

For internationally originated calls, there is a desire for other countries to adopt corresponding 
STIR/SHAKEN, STI-GA and STI-PA ecosystems that provide authorized digital signatures, endorsed by 
local regulatory agencies and coordinated through cross-border efforts being discussed in the Joint 
ATIS/SIP Forum IP-NNI Task Force and other forums. This is similar to what is happening between the 
US and Canada, where there is coordination of providing authorized root certificates specific to a 
country or region.  

In the United States, it is a long-standing problem that international gateway traffic is a significant 
source of fraudulent traffic. However, both how and where that traffic is coming from is not well 
defined. Traditionally, an “international gateway” is defined as a network element that specifically 
translates international call signaling from country specific standards to US provider compatible 
protocols. As VoIP services have evolved, the use of the term “international gateway” has unfortunately 
become less well defined. VoIP does not have as many geographic restrictions as non-IP services, which 
has enabled international entities to send VoIP traffic easily around the world including traffic that may 
terminate into a US-based provider’s network. Today, it is understood that most of the fraudulent 
internationally-sourced traffic is coming through domestic telephone application providers and VSPs. 
Often, this occurs through underground or backdoor types of operations that mainly cater to malicious 
entities (either international or domestic) that want to terminate traffic with illegally spoofed NANP 

 

8 See also ATIS-1000089, Study of Full Attestation Alternatives for Enterprise and Business Entities with Multi-Homing and 
Other Arrangements, or other processes, including processes in development but not yet published. 
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telephone numbers or illegitimate or invalid numbers. While fraudulent traffic does happen with 
international calling party telephone numbers coming from the legitimate country of origin, currently 
the portion of this traffic to the overall fraudulent call volume is relatively small. Based on SP 
experience, it appears the primary source of the problem may not be “international gateways,” rather, 
it is VoIP applications, trunks, and wholesale providers that cater to subscribers sourcing traffic from 
international entities with fraudulent intent.  

Fraudulent internationally sourced or originated traffic can be separated into the following broad 
categories: 

• Internationally-based companies or individuals sending fraudulent traffic using US-based 
application, trunking, or wholesale services with spoofed domestic numbers; 

• Internationally-based companies or individuals sending fraudulent traffic using US-based 
application, trunking, or wholesale services with spoofed international numbers; 

• Internationally-based companies or individuals sending fraudulent traffic using internationally 
based application, trunking, or wholesale services with spoofed domestic numbers; or 

• Internationally-based companies or individuals sending fraudulent traffic using internationally 
based application, trunking, or wholesale services with spoofed international numbers. 

• Best practices for these use cases could utilize these broad categories to inform specific future 
practices. 

3.5.1 Alternative mechanisms to assist with interoperability in the absence of STIR/SHAKEN 
technologies 

Best practices for internationally-originated calls using NANP numbers are still evolving, including how 
to acquire sufficient information to accomplish TN Validation for elevation to “A” attestation. Industry 
consensus has not yet coalesced on call authentication with less than “A” (full) attestation in some call 
scenarios. This could include the best practices, as appropriate, endorsed by this working group and 
explained in this document, including the vetting of customers and the validation of  telephone 
numbers used for the services offered.  

For example, international VSPs have proposed technical and contractual solutions that may enable 
them to work with domestic carrier partners to apply the full range of SHAKEN attestations to calls 
originating overseas. This “enhanced international attestation” approach may offer international 
providers the means to deliver more information and value to domestic carriers and consumers than if 
all calls originating outside the U.S. are assigned a “C”-level attestation, or are not authenticated. 
International providers may enter into voluntary commercial agreements with domestic carriers or 
intermediate providers capable of assigning the relevant SHAKEN attestation level based on 
information the international provider has collected from its Customers (as well as its vetting, ordering, 
and TN validation procedures). Industry stakeholders should be permitted to develop the specific 
mechanisms or techniques by which they achieve higher levels of fidelity to SHAKEN attestation for 
international traffic. 
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In one example of this arrangement, international voice traffic could be segmented into separate 
streams via a multi-trunk approach that correlates to the three attestation levels of SHAKEN—“A” for 
calls that originated on a provider’s network from numbers assigned to the originating subscriber, “B” 
for calls that originated on a provider’s network from numbers that were not assigned to the originating 
subscriber, and “C” for calls that neither originated on a provider’s network nor from numbers assigned 
to the originating subscriber. Domestic carriers could then rely on information proffered by the 
international provider to assign the appropriate attestation level and send the traffic either to another 
downstream provider or to its termination point.9  

It should be noted that while this approach would be voluntary for domestic carriers (permitting these 
providers to choose international partners that display high levels of trustworthiness), the inclusion of 
robust commercial and contractual remedies, if an international provider fails to appropriately identify 
its traffic, could obviate domestic carriers’ concerns about exposure to reputational or enforcement risk 
as well as regulators’ anxieties that such a mechanism could be used as a backdoor for illegal robocalls 
or spoofing. 

Additionally, the Global System for Mobile Communications Association (GSMA) has recently 
undertaken an activity by establishing the Validating INtegrity of End-to-End Signaling (VINES) 
Working Group to develop a set of recommendations to prevent internetwork signaling fraud, which 
includes illegal robocalls, illegal spoofing, illegal toll bypass and consumer fraud. One of its objectives is 
to propose a mechanism to interwork with STIR/SHAKEN.  

3.6 Additional best practices for accurate identification of calling party 

There are several additional best practices discussed by the working group for achieving full attestation 
for indirect relationships, and for more robust robocall mitigation practices, as discussed below. 

3.6.1 Achieving full attestation for indirect relationships 

There are many use-cases, subscriber types, and subscriber relationships guiding implementation of 
best practices regarding accurate use of a TN-based caller identity as part of a call and the application 
of SHAKEN attestation of a call. The base SHAKEN framework has good coverage for direct subscriber 
relationships. For indirect subscriber relationships, there has been much discussion about solutions to 
provide end-to-end authentication. Best practices in general should include TN Validation to confirm 
the authority for an End-User’s right-to-use a TN-based caller identity, including a robust mechanism to 
authenticate the call and allow the OSP to confidently elevate to full attestation “A.” The ATIS/SIP 
Forum IP-NNI Joint Task Force has two study documents that discuss solutions for handling these 
indirect use-cases: ATIS-1000088, A Framework for SHAKEN Attestation and Origination Identifier; and 
ATIS-1000089, Study of Full Attestation Alternatives for Enterprises and Business Entities with Multi-
Homing and Other Arrangements. 

 

9 See generally Letter of Sheba Chacko, Chief Regulatory Counsel, BT Americas Inc., to Marlene H. Dortch, Secretary, FCC, WC 
Docket Nos. 17-97, 20-67 (filed Apr. 21, 2020). 
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3.6.2 Robust robocall mitigation practices 

In addition to the vetting best practices described above, robust robocall mitigation programs should 
include network monitoring for suspicious calling patterns. If, after appropriate investigation, it is 
determined that illegal robocalls are likely originating or transiting their networks, SPs should take 
appropriate action to stem the flow of the calls by taking actions permitted by FCC rules and orders, or 
contractual provisions. Along with Principle #5, as set forth in section 3.1.3 above, it is recommended 
that SPs implement the following two best practices delineated in the State Attorneys General/Service 
Provider Anti-Robocalling Principles:  

 Principle 3 – Analyze and Monitor Network Traffic; and 

 Principle 4 – Investigate Suspicious Calls and Calling Patterns. 

The WG recommends these principles, as helpful best practices and recommend that the FCC 
encourage SPs, as applicable, to adopt applicable best practices as well as the other State Attorneys 
General/Service Provider Anti-Robocalling Principles. These principles are included in Appendix C for 
reference. 
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4 Conclusion 

This report recommends best practices that VSPs may use to implement effective call authentication 
frameworks. In addressing the six specific questions presented to the WG by the WCB, the group 
considered the various types of providers operating in the voice ecosystem and the different services 
they provide. The WG sought to avoid best practice recommendations that were overly prescriptive 
because narrowly tailored recommendations could be inapt for certain types of services. While 
recognizing that STIR/SHAKEN is relevant only for IP networks, the group also recommended best 
practices for a broader robocall mitigation program that apply equally to IP and non-IP networks and 
services.  

These best practices must evolve and respond to the dynamic nature of mitigating illegal robocalling. 
This iterative process should be industry driven to ensure providers have the flexibility and speed to 
respond to bad actors. Regulatory solutions—for example giving service providers more tools (e.g., 
blocking tools) and taking additional actions that target bad actors effectively complements industry 
efforts. Further solutions in this same vein (i.e., actions aimed at thwarting bad actors) may be 
necessary in the future. 
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5 Glossary 

Attestation – In the context of SHAKEN, the attestation of a call is represented by an “attest” claim 
allowing the OSP that is populating an Identity header to clearly indicate the information it can vouch 
for regarding the origination of the call. [ATIS-1000074] This includes the known validity of the TN-
based caller identity. 

Authentication – A process based on the Authentication Service (STI-AS) function defined in [ATIS-
1000074] which is the SIP application server that creates an identity header [RFC8224] using private 
keys to generate a PASSporT [RFC8225] including a digital signature that protects the integrity of the 
information, most importantly the TN-based caller identity, used in a call. 

Caller Identity - The originating phone number included in call signaling used to identify the caller for 
call screening purposes. In some cases, this may be the Calling Line Identification or Public User 
Identity. [ATIS-1000082] 

Certificate Validation – An act or process by which a certificate user established that the assertions 
made by a certificate can be trusted. [ATIS-1000084.v002] 

Communication Resellers – Non-facilities-based VSPs that are wholesale Customers of and resell the 
voice services of facilities-based VSPs, whereby the facilities-based VSPs  are also the OSPs for the 
reseller’s End-User subscribers.  

Customer – Typically a service provider’s subscriber, which may or not be the ultimate End-User of the 
telecommunications service. 

End-User – The entity ultimately consuming the VoIP-based telecommunications service and may 
include the End-User’s device used for placing the call.  

Enterprise – A business, non-governmental organization, or government entity that is a user of voice 
services. An enterprise may have direct relationships with any type of service provider, or service or TN 
reseller described in this document, and may have indirect relationships with any of these entities. An 
enterprise may initiate calls directly on its own behalf or may contract with other entities (e.g., call 
centers or hosted service providers) to initiate calls on its behalf. [ATIS-1000089] 

FCC – Federal Communications Commission. The FCC may also be referred to in this document as “the 
Commission.” 

Form 499-A – An FCC multi-purpose form used for annual reporting revenues which are used as the 
basis for federal Fund assessments, funding of some administrative functions, sharing costs for some 
telephone service administration, and calculating regulatory fees; and one-time (with obligation to 
revise if information changes) designation of an agent for service of process, and fulfillment of 
obligations to register with the FCC by law. 

Identity – Unless otherwise qualified, an identifier that unambiguously distinguishes an entity for 
authentication and other security and policy application purposes. 
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Identity owner – This is the user, subscribed to the controlling operator, who is currently assigned a 
specific E.164 phone number for call routing purposes. This E.164 number may be presented to a called 
party as the user’s calling party identity. The identity owner can authorize other users or subscribers of 
controlling or non-controlling operators to also use the E.164 number as caller identity in phone calls 
made on the identity owner’s behalf. [ATIS-1000072] 

Identity service provider – An entity that verifies, maintains, manages, and may create and assign 
identity information of other entities. [ATIS-1000044] 

Individual – An entity with a characteristic of being human. 

Intermediate Service Provider – The term Intermediate Provider means any entity that carries or 
processes traffic that traverses or will traverse the PSTN at any point insofar as that entity neither 
originates nor terminates that traffic. 47 C.F.R. §64.1600(i) 

Large Enterprise – See ‘Enterprise’. 

Originating Service Provider (OSP) – The service provider that handles the outgoing calls from a 
customer at the point at which they are entering the public network. The OSP performs the 
STIR/SHAKEN Authentication function. The OSP may also serve in the role as TNSP, Resp Org, TN 
reseller and other roles. [ATIS-1000089] 

Resp Org – A Responsible Organization is an entity authorized by the FCC to assign tollfree numbers to 
Customers. A Resp Org may also be a service provider, a TN Reseller as well as act in other roles. [ATIS-
1000089] 

Small Business – A business entity of less size or scale than a large enterprise, which may have direct 
and/or indirect subscriber relationships with one or more VSPs. 

Subscriber’s Identity – This is the name, title, and authority of the subscriber agreement signatory. 

Telephone Identity – An identifier associated with the originator or a telephone call. In the context of 
the SHAKEN framework, this is a SIP identity (e.g., a SIP URI or a TEL URI) from which a telephone 
number can be derived. [ATIS-1000080] 

Telephone Number Caller Identity – represents the telephone number used in a telephone call that is 
uniquely associated with a subscriber. 

Telephone Number Service Provider (TNSP) – SP that has been formally assigned TNs by the national 
numbering authority (e.g., NANPA). A TNSP may assign a subset of its TNs to a business entity (i.e., TN 
Assignee), to be used as Caller Identification (ID) for calls originated by the business entity. TNSPs can 
also serve in the role as OSP or TSP. [ATIS-1000089] 

Terminating Service Provider (TSP) – The VSP of the called party. The TSP performs the 
STIR/SHAKEN Verification function.  

Third-Party Vetting Service – A service provided to a VSP by a third party for the purpose of vetting 
potential and current subscribers. 
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Third-Party TN Validation Service – A service provided to a VSP by a third party for the purpose of 
confirm the right-to-use of TNs for potential and current subscribers. 

TN-based Caller Identity – The originating phone number included in call signaling used to identify the 
caller for call screening purposes. In some cases, this may be the Calling Line Identification or Public 
User Identity. In other cases, this may be a TN-based caller identity that is not associated directly with 
the calling line or account of the subscriber. [ATIS-1000088] 

TN Reseller – The party who holds the right-to-use a TN and offers for resale the right-to-use that TN.  

TN Right-to-Use/Authorization – When a party is appropriately assigned a TN, this is the right-to-use 
that TN; the assignment confers the right to the use of the numbering resource.  

TN Validation – A process by which an indirect End-User’s authorization to use a telephone number or 
set of telephone numbers is established and the process of providing that information to the VSP 
originating the call onto the telephone network through the use of existing and upcoming standardized 
secure mechanisms. TN Validation can be performed at the time the right-to-use of telephone numbers 
is established or throughout the life of the contract.  

Value-added Service Provider (VASP) – Generally, a third-party provider supporting value-added 
services, for example including applications beyond the core voice calling services offered by a 
traditional VSP. In this document, it is used as a general term for VoIP and VoIP application providers 
that offer voice services without having direct interconnection with other VSPs utilizing wholesale 
providers for call origination and termination. 

Verification – A process based on the Verification Service (STI-VS) function defined in [ATIS-1000074] 
which is the SIP application server that checks the validity of an identity header [RFC8224] using 
SHAKEN certificates to verify the digital signature contained in a PASSporT [RFC8225] and then the 
integrity of the information, most importantly the TN-based caller identity, used in a call. 

Vetting – A process by which a customer’s identity and operational legitimacy is confirmed by their 
service provider. Confirmation can be performed at the time service is established (initial confirmation 
of identity) or throughout the life of the service subscription or contract (ongoing confirmation such as 
evaluation of roboscores or traffic patterns indicative of abusive robocalling). TNs are not part of the 
vetting process; TNs are covered by the TN Validation process. 

Vetted – The successfully verified result of a vetting activity. 

Voice Service Provider (VSP) – The service provider whose network is interconnected to other service 
providers to both originate and terminate calls across the telephone network. The VSP is responsible 
for performing both STIR/SHAKEN Attestation functions when acting as the OSP and STIR/SHAKEN 
Verification functions when acting as the TSP [ATIS-1000089] aka Telephone Service Provider. 

Wholesale Service Provider – A facilities-based VSP that acts as: an OSP for the End-User of a Reseller; 
an Intermediate Service Provider, or a gateway provider. 
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Appendix A – Attestation Level Guideline Details 

ATIS-1000074, Section 5.2.3 Attestation Indicator (“attest”) Note 1 under A. Full Attestation states: 

The signing provider is asserting that their customer can “legitimately” use the 
number that appears as the calling party (i.e., the Caller ID). 

Two essential qualifications of the A-level attestation listed in ATIS-1000074 are that the signing service 
provider:10 

• Can identify the End-User. 

• Has established a verified association of the End-User with the telephone number used for the 
call.  

Two other aspects not listed in ATIS-1000074 but which can have a bearing on the application of the 
local policy used by a service provider to assign attestation during call authentication are: 

• Connectivity of the signing service provider to the End-User. 

• Business relationship of the signing service provider with the End-User.  

These additional aspects can be used by the signing service provider to better identify the End-User and 
to qualify if the call is coming from an individual or enterprise, or another service provider.  

If the service provider is directly connected to the End-User, origin and screening information may be 
available and able to be used to assess if the calling number can be legitimately asserted by the End-
User.  

Conversely, if the service provider is not directly connected to the End-User and is instead receiving the 
call from another service provider, the indirect connection between the signing service provider and the 
calling entity obfuscates origin and screening information inhibiting the signing service provider’s 
ability to assess if the calling number can be legitimately asserted by the End-User. 

If the End-User is an individual or business customer the signing service provider is very likely directly 
connected to them and the key aspects highlighted in ATIS-1000074 regarding confirmed real-world 
identity of the End-User, and a verified association with the calling number are then cardinal in 
assessing assignment of attestation. And, if the calling entity is connected to and is a customer of 
another service provider, then there probably is not be a direct business relationship with the calling 
entity.  

Each of the qualifications outlined can be analyzed using two possible values per qualification. i.e., real-
world identity is confirmed (or not), caller association with calling number is verified (or not), signing 
service provider is directly connected to the caller (or not), the calling entity is a customer (or not). 

 

10 Note: For alignment with terminology used in this document, some of the terms in this appendix have been modified from 
the original ATIS-1000074 text. 
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Taken together, the four qualifying factors with two possible values each, yields sixteen possible 
combinations which can be assessed to estimate the appropriate attestation level of A (full), B (partial), 
or C (gateway) when authenticating (i.e., signing) a call.  

The table below outlines all 16 possible scenarios using the 4 qualifying factors: 

 

The full set of 16 possible combinations of qualifying factors contains several combinations which are 
unlikely, but which were shown for completeness. A more likely consolidated subset of eight (8) 
combinations from the table above is shown below: 
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Appendix B – Resp Org Establishment 

For the general offering of telephone services to subscribers, a TNSP, Resp Org, or other telephone 
application provider should vet the identification of either the End-User or Customer entities to whom 
they offer telephone services. However, in the case of the Toll Free, there is an advanced step required 
before the Resp Org is able to access Toll-Free Numbers for assignment to their End-User.  

For Toll-Free Numbers, the authoritative database is the Toll-Free Number Registry. Resp Orgs are the 
only parties who can assign Toll-Free Numbers, per FCC requirement. The following is the process used 
for a party to get approved as a Resp Org and then get access to Toll-Free Numbers that they can 
assign to their End Users. 

The following are the Resp Org Establishment Steps: 

Any person, company, or organization that can demonstrate the required skills and financial 
responsibility for managing Toll-Free Numbers can apply to become a Toll-Free Service Provider (Resp 
Org) in the SMS/800 Toll-Free Number Registry. 

1) Complete a multi-page application that includes information on the business, contacts, 
billing, and certifications by the Resp Org. Resp Orgs are required to upload a copy of their IRS 
W-9 form at this time. 

2) Attend a SMS/800 Toll-Free Number Registry week-long class or self-train with provided 
materials about Toll-Free. 

3) Successfully complete an exam on Toll-Free Industry practices. Exam covers knowledge of 
customer records, number administration, and service provisioning.  

4) Submit a deposit equal to the greater of two months Resp Org’s anticipated bill from the 
Toll-Free Number Administrator, or $4,000. The deposit will be returned in 12 months (with 
interest) if the Resp Org has a record of paying its bill in full and on time. 

After completing all steps, the applicant will be certified as a Toll-Free Service Provider (i.e., Resp Org), 
and a Resp Org ID will be assigned. 

For reference, the ATIS SMS/800 Number Administration Committee (SNAC) developed and 
maintains–ATIS-0417001, Industry Guidelines for Toll-Free Number Administration. 
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Appendix C – State Attorneys General/Service Provider Anti-
Robocall Principles 

The Model Anti-Robocall Principles include the eight principles below:11 

Principle #1 – Offer Free Call Blocking and Labeling. For smartphone mobile and VoIP residential 
customers, make available free, easy-to-use call blocking and labeling tools and regularly engage in 
easily understandable outreach efforts to notify them about these tools. For all types of customers, 
implement network-level call blocking at no charge. Use best efforts to ensure that all tools offered 
safeguard customers’ personal, proprietary, and location information. 

Principle #2 – Implement STIR/SHAKEN. Implement STIR/SHAKEN call authentication.  

Principle #3 – Analyze and Monitor Network Traffic. Analyze high-volume voice network traffic to 
identify and monitor patterns consistent with robocalls. 

Principle #4 – Investigate Suspicious Calls and Calling Patterns. If a provider detects a pattern 
consistent with illegal robocalls, or if a provider otherwise has reason to suspect illegal robocalling or 
spoofing is taking place over its network, seek to identify the party that is using its network to originate, 
route, or terminate these calls and take appropriate action. Taking appropriate action may include, but 
is not limited to, initiating a traceback investigation, verifying that the originating commercial 
customer owns or is authorized to use the Caller ID number, determining whether the Caller ID name 
sent to a receiving party matches the customer’s corporate name, trademark, or d/b/a name, 
terminating the party’s ability to originate, route, or terminate calls on its network, and notifying law 
enforcement authorities. 

Principle #5 – Confirm the Identity of Commercial Customers. Confirm the identity of new commercial 
VoIP customers by collecting information such as physical business location, contact person(s), state or 
country of incorporation, federal tax ID, and the nature of the customer’s business. 

Principle #6 – Require Traceback Cooperation in Contracts. For all new and renegotiated contracts 
governing the transport of voice calls, use best efforts to require cooperation in traceback 
investigations by identifying the upstream provider from which the suspected illegal robocall entered 
its network or by identifying its own customer if the call originated in its network. 

Principle #7 – Cooperate in Traceback Investigations. To allow for timely and comprehensive law 
enforcement efforts against illegal robocallers, dedicate sufficient resources to provide prompt and 
complete responses to traceback requests from law enforcement and from USTelecom’s Industry 
Traceback Group. Identify a single point of contact in charge of responding to these traceback requests 
and respond to traceback requests as soon as possible.  

 

11 The principles also include an introduction, definitions, a disclaimer, and signatories not included in this appendix. The full 
State Attorneys General Anti-Robocall Principles is available at: https://www.ustelecom.org/wp-
content/uploads/2019/08/State-AGs-Providers-AntiRobocall-Principles-With-Signatories.pdf.  

https://www.ustelecom.org/wp-content/uploads/2019/08/State-AGs-Providers-AntiRobocall-Principles-With-Signatories.pdf
https://www.ustelecom.org/wp-content/uploads/2019/08/State-AGs-Providers-AntiRobocall-Principles-With-Signatories.pdf
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Principle #8 – Communicate with State Attorneys General. Communicate and cooperate with state 
Attorneys General about recognized scams and trends in illegal robocalling. Due to the ever-changing 
nature of technology, update the state Attorneys General about potential additional solutions for 
combatting illegal robocalls.  

 


